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The development and integration of sustainable technologies and therapies is a hot topic that spreads over 

most scientific subjects. One such field is that of medical devices/therapies whose increased material waste, 

and consequent high costs, makes it imperative the adoption of novel and sustainable approaches. 

Nanotechnology has brought us closer to this reality, providing numerous functional materials that can, not 

only be precisely directed to specific targets and locally dispense its cargos, but also be used as diagnostic 

tools (imaging, magnetic resonance, etc.) [1]. Additionally, the control over size, morphology and 

composition, as well as the use of reduced amounts of materials make them optimal materials for the 

development of recycling and sustainable health-related products.   

Considering this, and part of the Doctoral Programme in Sustainable Chemistry (PQDS), in the BIOSCOPE 

Group at NOVA ST-UNL, theragnostic fluorescent magnetic nanocarriers (NCs) are currently being 

synthesised to address the existing low success rates of colorectal cancer (CRC) therapies, in the form of a 

more efficient and low-cost oral approach. Using inexpensive and biodegradable materials (i.e. iron oxide 

and silica) as constituents, the resulting NCs will be rendered with magnetic and fluorescent properties, as 

well as a mesoporous matrix with cargo delivery capacity. This latest property, allied to surface 

functionalization, will allow the NCs to protect the loaded drugs from unwanted stimuli, ensuring their 

release at the local of interest, under the right stimuli [2]. The local dispensing of drugs allows for more 

efficient therapies, while reducing the amount of administered drugs, translated into better results, less costs 

and secondary adverse effects for patients. Specific CRC targeting ligands/molecules and magnetic 

properties will depict the NCs with specificity and targetability, whose magnification implies higher 

successful rates for less therapeutic material. Furthermore, the use of biodegradable, low toxicity organism-

assimilated materials grant the NCs a non-toxic and user-friendly end-of-life [3]. 

Finally, and complementary to CRC therapy, the use of an anticancer drug/antibiotic synergic cocktail seeks 

to address the constantly associated opportunistic bacterial infections, part responsible for the low success 

rates of common therapies. The integration of small, but effective, amounts of antibiotics avoids the later 

use of high antibiotic doses to fight such infections, and thus delay or avoid the surgency of antibacterial 

resistance [4]. 
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